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Abstract

Let X={Xt , t�0} be a symmetric Markov process in a state spaceE andD an open set ofE.
Denote byXD the subprocess ofX killed upon leavingD. Let S={St , t�0} be a subordinator
with Laplace exponent� that is independent ofX. The processesX� := {XSt , t�0} and
(XD)� := {XD

St
, t�0} are called the subordinate processes ofX and XD , respectively. Under

some mild conditions, we show that, if{−�n, n�1} and {−�n, n�1} denote the eigenvalues
of the generators of the subprocess ofX� killed upon leavingD and of the processXD

respectively, then

�n��(�n) for every n�1.

We further show that, whenX is a spherically symmetric�-stable process inRd with � ∈ (0,2]
and D ⊂ Rd is a bounded domain satisfying the exterior cone condition, there is a constant
c = c(D)>0 such that

c�(�n)��n��(�n) for every n�1.
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The above constantc can be taken as 1/2 if D is a bounded convex domain inRd . In particular,
whenX is Brownian motion inRd , S is an �/2-subordinator (i.e.,�(�)=��/2) with � ∈ (0,2),
and D is a bounded domain inRd satisfying the exterior cone condition,{−�n, n�1} and
{−�n, n�1} are the eigenvalues for the Dirichlet Laplacian inD and for the generator of the
spherically symmetric�-stable process killed upon exiting the domainD, respectively. In this
case, we have

c ��/2
n ��n���/2

n for every n�1.

When D is a bounded convex domain inRd , we further show that

c�1 Inr(D)−� ��1�c�2 Inr(D)−�,

where Inr(D) is the inner radius ofD and c2>c1>0 are two constants depending only on
the dimensiond.
© 2005 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

For � ∈ (0, 2], a spherically symmetric�-stable processX in Rd is a Lévy process
such that

E
[
ei�·(Xt−X0)

]
= e−t |�|� for every � ∈ Rd .

When � = 2, X is a Brownian motion inRd (which is sometimes denoted byW in
the sequel) running twice fast as the standard Brownian motion inRd . However, when
� ∈ (0,2), the sample paths ofX are discontinuous. TheL2-infinitesimal generator
of X is ��/2 := −(−�)�/2 so it is non-local when 0< � < 2. When � = 1, X is
called a Cauchy process inRd . Recently there have been lots of interests in studying
discontinuous spherically symmetric stable processes due to its importance in theory as
well as in applications. In particular, many of the “fine” and now well-known results
for Brownian motion (� = 2) have been extended to these processes. These results
include, among other things, sharp estimates on the Green functions and Poisson kernels
[12,23], intrinsic ultracontractivity [11,24], conditional gauge theorems [8,11,14,33], the
boundary Harnack principle [6,33], the identification of Martin boundary for various
domains [7,13,33], and isoperimetric-type inequalities for heat kernels, Green functions,
the lowest eigenvalue, and electrostatic capacities [2,25,4]. We refer the reader to [10]
for a survey of some of these results. Despite the results mentioned above, until recently,
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many of the more detailed and refined spectral theoretic properties for which there
is also an extensive literature in the case of Brownian motion were completely open
for discontinuous spherically symmetric stable processes. For instance, in contrast to
the Brownian motion case, the exact value of the first eigenvalue−�1 of the one-
dimensional Cauchy process killed upon leaving the interval(−1,1) is still unknown.

In their recent paper[1], Bañuelos and Kulczycki conducted a detailed study of the
spectral properties of the Cauchy process inRd , especially the case whend = 1. For
instance, they established the following estimate for the first eigenvalue−�1 of the one-
dimensional Cauchy process killed upon leaving the interval(−1,1): 1��1�3�/8 ≈
1.178. In the multidimensional case, they obtained an upper bound for the Dirichlets
eigenvalues of the Cauchy process in a bounded Lipschitz domainD in terms of the
Dirichlet eigenvalues of Brownian motion inD. Let D be a bounded domain inRd

and XD the subprocess ofX killed upon leavingD. The L2-generator ofX is ��/2

in D with zero exterior condition. It is known that the generator ofXD has discrete
spectrum with eigenvalues{−�(�)n , n�1}, where

0 < �(�)1 < �(�)2 ��(�)3 � · · · and lim
n→∞ �(�)n = ∞.

When � = 2, {−�(2)n , n�1} are the eigenvalues for the Dirichlet Laplacian inD and
will be denoted as{−�n, n�1}. It is shown in[1, Theorem 3.14] that ifD is a bounded
Lipschitz domain inRd , then

�(1)n �
√

�n for every n�1, (1.1)

by relating them to a mixed Steklov problem for the Laplacian in a domain inRd+1.
By considering a higher order mixed Steklov problem, DeBlassie[18, Theorem 1.3]
and [19] showed that

�(�)n ���/2
n for every n�1, (1.2)

holds for rational� ∈ (0,2) and for bounded domainD satisfying certain regularity
conditions.

The results above immediately lead to the following natural question: Does (1.2)
hold for all � ∈ (0,2)?

Besides the spherically symmetric stable processes, there are various other classes of
Lévy processes, like the relativistic stable processes [15,29] and geometric stable pro-
cesses [31], which also have widespread applications. The study of the spectral theoretic
properties of these processes are also very important in both theory and applications.
So one can ask the following more general question: Can (1.2) be generalized to other
nice Lévy processes?

Note that for� ∈ (0,2), the spherically symmetric�-stable processX can be obtained
from the Brownian motionW by a subordination. More precisely, letS = {St : t�0}
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be an �/2-subordinator, that is, an increasing Lévy process taking values in[0,∞)

with S0 = 0 such that

E[exp(−�St )] = exp(−t�(�)) for � > 0,

with �(�) = ��/2. The function� is called the Laplace exponent of the subordinator
S. Let S be independent ofW. Then {WSt , t�0} is a spherically symmetric�-stable
process inRd . So inequality (1.2) can be rewritten as

�(�)n ��(�n) for every n�1. (1.3)

The purpose of this paper is to show that inequality (1.3) holds with� being the
Laplace exponent of a general subordinatorS and with the process obtained by subor-
dinatingX with S in place of the spherically symmetric�-stable process. See Theorem
3.4 for the precise statement. With this theorem, known upper bounds on the eigen-
values of the Laplacian immediately give rise to upper bounds on the eigenvalues of
the generator of subordinate Brownian motions. As a consequence of the above general
result, we get that inequality (1.2) holds for every� ∈ (0,2) and for every bounded
domainD ⊂ Rd . Our proof uses a quadratic form approach and is more direct than
those in [1,18,19]. The proof actually works when Brownian motion is replaced by a
general symmetric Markov processX, and our Theorem 3.4 is stated and proved in this
generality. Whenever we have upper bounds on the eigenvalues of the generator of the
general symmetric Markov processX, Theorem 3.4 automatically gives us some upper
bounds on the eigenvalues of the generator of the subordinate process. For instance, in
the case whenX is a Brownian motion on a sphere or a diffusion inRd in divergence
form, there are various estimates on the eigenvalues of the generator ofX, our Theo-
rem 3.4 immediately translates them into estimates on the eigenvalues of subordinate
processes.

We further show that, whenX is a spherically symmetric�-stable process inRd with
� ∈ (0,2] and D ⊂ Rd is a bounded domain satisfying the exterior cone condition,
there is a constantc = c(D) > 0 such that

c�(�n)��n��(�n) for every n�1. (1.4)

The above constantc can be taken as 1/2 if D is a bounded convex domain in
Rd . In particular, whenX is Brownian motion inRd , S is an �/2-subordinator (i.e.,
�(�) = ��/2) with � ∈ (0,2), andD is a bounded domain inRd satisfying the exterior
cone condition,{−�n, n�1} and {−�n, n�1} are the eigenvalues for the Dirichlet
Laplacian inD and for the generator of the spherically symmetric�-stable process
killed upon exiting the domainD, respectively. In this case, we have

c ��/2
n ��n���/2

n for every n�1.

The above constantc can be taken as 1/2 if D is a bounded convex domain inRd .
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It is well known (see Theorems 1.5.4 and 1.5.8 in[17]) that whenX is a Brownian
motion in Rd andD ⊂ Rd is a bounded convex domain, there are positive constants
c1 and c2 depending only on dimensiond such that the first Dirichlet eigenvalue for
XD has the following geometric estimate:

c1 Inr(D)−2��1�c2 Inr(D)−2, (1.5)

where Inr(D) := sup{dist(x, �D) : x ∈ D} is the inner radius ofD. Consequently,
since the Laplace exponent� is an increasing function onR+, we have from (1.4)
that for any bounded convex domainD,

1

2
�

(
c1 Inr(D)−2

)
��1��

(
c2 Inr(D)−2

)
. (1.6)

See Theorem4.7 below for details. In particular, applying the above to�(r) = r�/2

with � ∈ (0, 2), we have the following estimate for the first eigenvalue�(�)1 of the
symmetric�-stable process in a bounded convex domainD in terms of its inner radius
Inr(D):

1

2
c
�/2
1 Inr(D)−���(�)1 �c�/2

2 Inr(D)−�. (1.7)

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we recall the
definitions of subordinators and subordination of general symmetric Markov processes,
and review some basic facts about them that will be used in this paper. In Section 3, we
give the proof of (1.3) for general symmetric Markov processX and for subordinators
whose Laplace exponents are complete Bernstein functions. In Section 4, we establish
the lower bound estimate (1.4) for a class of symmetric Markov processesX on a
general state spaceE and forD ⊂ E, which includes the case ofX being a spherically
symmetric stable processes inRd and D a bounded domains inRd satisfying the
exterior cone condition. Some examples are given in Section 5 to illustrate the main
results of this paper.

In this paper, we use “:=” as a way of definition, which is read as “is defined to
be”.

2. Preliminaries

Let S = {St : t�0} be a subordinator, that is, an increasing Lévy process taking
values in[0,∞) with S0 = 0. The law ofS is characterized by

E[exp(−�St )] = exp(−t�(�)) for � > 0. (2.1)

The function � : (0,∞) → R+ is called the Laplace exponent ofS, and has the
representation

�(�) = b� +
∫ ∞

0
(1 − e−�t ) �(dt) . (2.2)
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Here b�0, and� is a �-finite measure on(0,∞) satisfying

∫ ∞

0
(t ∧ 1) �(dt) < ∞ .

The constantb is called the drift and� the Lévy measure of the subordinatorS.
Let E be a Lusin space (i.e., a space that is homeomorphic to a Borel subset of a

compact metric space) andB(E) be the Borel�-algebra onE, and letm be a�-finite
measure onB(E) with supp[m] = E. Let X = (�, M, Mt , Xt , Px, x ∈ E) be an
m-symmetric Borel right process onE. Here, a Borel right process on Lusin spaceE is
a right continuous, strong Markov process with no branching points and with a Borel
measurable resolvent. The shift operators	t , t�0, satisfyXs ◦ 	t = Xs+t identically
for s, t�0. Adjoined to the state spaceE is an isolated point� /∈ E; the processX
retires to� at its “lifetime” 
 := inf {t�0 : Xt = �}. DenoteE ∪ {�} by E�. Denote
by p(t, x, dy) the transition probability ofX. The transition semigroup{Pt , t�0} and
the resolvent{G�, ��0} of X are defined by

Ptf (x) :=Ex[f (Xt )] = Ex[f (Xt ); t < 
],

G�f (x) :=
∫ ∞

0
e−�tPtf (x) dt = Ex

[∫ ∞

0
e−�t f (Xt )

]
= Ex

[∫ 


0
e−�t f (Xt )

]
.

(Here and in the sequel, unless mentioned otherwise, we use the convention that a
function defined onE takes the value 0 at the cemetery point�.) TheL2-generator of
{Pt , t�0} will be denoted as(A,Dom(A)). Define F := Dom(

√−A) and

E(u, v) := (
√−Au, √−Av)L2(E,m) for u, v ∈ Dom(

√−A).

The bilinear form(E,F) is called the Dirichlet form ofX. Note that in generalE is
only a semi-inner product but(F, E1) is a Hilbert space, where

E1(u, v) := E(u, v)+ (u, v)L2(E,m) for u, v ∈ F .

We refer our readers to[20] for basic notions in the theory of Dirichlet forms, including
the notion of quasi-everywhere.

If X andS are independent, the process

X
�
t := XSt , t�0

is called the subordinate process ofX via S, which is also anm-symmetric Markov
process onE. The transition probabilityp�(t, x, dy) of X� is given by

p�(t, x, B) =
∫ ∞

0
p(s, x, B) �t (ds) for t > 0, x ∈ E andB ∈ B(E), (2.3)
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where �t is the distribution ofSt . Let (E�,F�) be the Dirichlet form corresponding
to X�, then F ⊂ F�. When the driftb of S is strictly positive,

F� = F (2.4)

and for u ∈ F ,

E�(u, u)= bE(u, u)+
∫ ∞

0
(u− Psu, u)L2(E,m)�(ds)

= bE(u, u)+
∫
E×E

(u(x)− u(y))2J�(dx, dy)

+
∫
E

u2(x)�(dx), (2.5)

where

J�(dx, dy) = 1

2
m(dx)

∫ ∞

0
p(s, x, dy)�(ds),

and

�(dx) = m(dx)

∫ ∞

0
(1 − p(s, x, E))�(ds).

WhenS has no drift,

F� =
{
u ∈ L2(E,m) :

∫ ∞

0
(u− Psu, u)L2(E,m)�(ds) < ∞

}
(2.6)

and for anyu ∈ F�,

E�(u, u)=
∫ ∞

0
(u− Psu, u)L2(E,m) �(ds)

=
∫
E×E

(u(x)− u(y))2J�(dx, dy)+
∫
E

u2(x)�(dx), (2.7)

with J� and � given above. For the above facts regarding(E�,F�), see[27]. Let
A and A� be theL2-infinitesimal generator ofX andX�, respectively. The following
relation is due to R.S. Phillips (see [30, Theorem 2.3]):

Dom(A) ⊂ Dom(A�) and

A�u = bAu+
∫ ∞

0
(Psu− u) �(ds) for u ∈ Dom(A). (2.8)
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It is known (see Lemma 2.4 of Schilling[30]) that Dom(A) is a core for the generator

A�. So in particular, Dom(A) is dense in(F�, E�
1 ).

Recall that aC∞ function � : (0,∞) → R+ is called a Bernstein function if
(−1)nDn��0 for everyn�1. It is well known that a function� : (0,∞) → R satis-
fying lim�→0 �(�) = 0 is a Bernstein function if and only if it has the representation
given by (2.2). A function� : (0,∞) → R+ is called a complete Bernstein function
if there exists a Bernstein function� such that

�(�) = �2L�(�), � > 0,

whereL stands for the Laplace transform. It is well known that every complete Bern-
stein function is a Bernstein function. For this and other basic properties of complete
Bernstein functions, we refer the reader to[21].

Most of the familiar Bernstein functions are complete Bernstein functions. The fol-
lowing are some examples of complete Bernstein functions: (i)��, � ∈ (0,1]; (ii)
(�+a)�−a�, � ∈ (0,1), a > 0; (iii) log(1+��), � ∈ (0,1]; (iv) 1−(1+�)�−1, � ∈ (0,1).
The first family of complete Bernstein functions corresponds to�-stable subordinators
(0 < � < 1) and the pure drift (� = 1), the second family to relativistic�-stable sub-
ordinators, and the third family to geometric stable subordinators (0< � < 1) and the
gamma subordinator (� = 1). The Lévy measure for the fourth one is1

�(1−�) e
−xx−� dx,

which has finite total mass on[0, ∞), thus the corresponding subordinator is a com-
pounded Poisson process. An example of a Bernstein function which is not complete
Bernstein is the Bernstein function 1− e−� of the Poisson process.

The family of complete Bernstein functions satisfies the following properties: (i) if
�1 and �2 are complete Bernstein functions anda1 and a2 are nonnegative constants,
then so area1�1+a2�2 and�1◦�2; (ii) if � is a non-zero complete Bernstein function,
then so are�/�(�) and 1/�(�−1); (iii) if �1 and �2 are non-zero complete Bernstein

functions and� ∈ (0,1), then ��
1(�)�

1−�
2 (�) is also a complete Bernstein function;

(iv) if �1 and �2 are non-zero complete Bernstein functions and� ∈ (−1,0) ∪ (0,1),

then (��
1(�)+ ��

2(�))
1/� is also a complete Bernstein function. For these properties of

complete Bernstein functions, one can see [26].
When the Laplace exponent� of the subordinatorS is a complete Bernstein function,

it has the representation

�(�) = b� +
∫ ∞

0
(1 − e−�t )m(t) dt,

whereb�0,m(t) = ∫ ∞
0+ e

−ts�(ds) for some positive measure� with
∫ ∞

0+
1

s(1+s)�(ds) <
∞. There is a nice representation ofA� in terms of theL2-generatorA and the
resolvent{G�,� > 0} of X:

A�f = bAf +
∫ ∞

0+
1

�
(�G�f − f )�(d�) for f ∈ Dom(A), (2.9)

(see[30, Theorem 4.1]).
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3. A general upper bound eigenvalue estimate

For an open subsetD of E, let XD denote the process obtained by killing the process
X upon exiting fromD. The processXD is anm-symmetric Markov process onD. The
Dirichlet form of XD is (E,FD) with

FD = {u ∈ F : u = 0 E-q.e. onE \D}. (3.1)

Here E-q.e. stands for quasi everywhere with the respect to the Dirichlet form(E,F).
We are going to use{PDt , t�0} and{GD� , ��0} to denote the semigroup and resolvent

of XD, respectively.

Lemma 3.1. For any � > 0 and everyf ∈ L2(E,m) with f = 0 m-a.e. onE \D, we
have

(G�f, f )L2(E,m)�(GD� f, f )L2(E,m). (3.2)

Proof. For every� > 0 and everyf ∈ L2(E,m) with f = 0 m-a.e. onE \D, by the
strong Markov property ofX,

G�f (x) = GD� f (x)+ HD
� G�f (x) for x ∈ D,

which is theE�-orthogonal decomposition ofG�f into GD� f ∈ FD and its complement
(cf. [20]). Here

HD
� �(x) := Ex

[
e−��D�(X�D)

]
,

where�D := inf {t�0 : Xt /∈ D}. Hence

(G�f −GD� f, f )L2(E,m) = (HD
� G�f, f )L2(E,m)

= 1

�
E�(H

D
� G�f,G�f )

= 1

�
E�(H

D
� G�f,H

D
� G�f )�0.

This establishes (3.2). �

Remark 3.2. Note that the semigroup version of inequality (3.2) is not true. It is
shown in DeBlassie [19] that for one-dimensional Brownian motionX, E = R
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andD = (0,∞), the following is false:

(P1f, f )L2(R,dx)�(PD1 f, f )L2(R,dx) forf ∈ L2(R, dx) with f = 0 on R \D.

Suppose thatS = {St , t�0} is a subordinator independent ofX with Laplace expo-
nent�. We consider the subordinate processX� := {XSt , t�0} onE and its subprocess
(X�)D killed upon leavingD. The Dirichlet form ofX� is (E�,F�), whereE� and
F� are given in the previous section. The Dirichlet form of(XD)� is (E�, (FD)�),
where (FD)� is defined the same way throughXD as F� was defined throughX.

Theorem 3.3. Suppose that the Laplace exponent� of S is a complete Bernstein
function. Then for any open subset D of E, we have(FD)� ⊂ (F�)D and

E�(u, u)�(ED)�(u, u) for everyu ∈ (FD)�.

Proof. Let AD denote theL2-generator ofXD. For f ∈ Dom(A), it follows from
(2.9) that

E�(f, f )= (−A�f, f )L2(E,m)

= bE(f, f )+
∫ ∞

0+
(f − �G�f, f )L2(E,m) �(d�).

Since Dom(A) is dense in(F, E1),

E�(f, f ) = bE(f, f )+
∫ ∞

0+
(f − �G�f, f )L2(E,m) �(d�) for every f ∈ F .

Similarly, we have

(ED)�(f, f ) = bED(f, f )+
∫ ∞

0+
(f − �GD� f, f )L2(D,m) �(d�) for every f ∈ FD.

As FD ⊂ F , we deduce from above and (3.2) that forf ∈ FD,

(ED)�(f, f )− E�(f, f ) = �
∫ ∞

0+
(G�f −GD� f, f )L2(E,m) �(d�)�0.

Since Dom(AD) ⊂ FD is dense in
(
(FD)�, E�

1

)
(see the two lines following (2.8)),

we conclude from above that(FD)� ⊂ F� and hence(FD)� ⊂ (F�)D. Moreover
E�(f, f )�(ED)�(f, f ) holds for everyf ∈ (FD)�. �
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For any open subsetD of E, we use(X�)D to denote the process obtained by killing
the processX� upon exitingD. The transition semigroup of(X�)D will be denoted

by {P�,D
t : t�0}.

The basic assumptions of this paper are as follows:
(I) . For some (and hence for every)t > 0 both PDt and AD, the generator

for the killed processXD, have discrete spectra with eigenvalues{e−�nt ; n�1} and
{−�n; n�1}, respectively, arranged in decreasing order and repeated according to mul-
tiplicity. When there are only finitely many, sayN, eigenvalues, we put�N+1 = �N+2
= · · · = ∞.
(II) . For some (and hence for every)t > 0, both P�,D

t and A�,D, the generator
for the killed process(X�)D, have discrete spectra with eigenvalues{e−�nt ; n�1}
and {−�n; n�1}, respectively, arranged in decreasing order and repeated according to
multiplicity. When there are only finitely many, sayN, eigenvalues, we put�N+1 =
�N+2 = · · · = ∞.

Theorem 3.4. Suppose that the Laplace exponent� of the subordinator S is a complete
Bernstein function and D is an open subset of E. If assumptions(I) and (II) are
satisfied, then

�n��(�n) for everyn�1.

Proof. Since under assumption (I) the generator ofXD has discrete spectrum{�n, n�1},
the generator of its subordinate process(XD)� has discrete spectrum{�(�n), n�1} with
the same corresponding eigenfunctions as that forXD. By the mini–max principle for
eigenvalues (see[9, p. 17], or [16, Section 1.1.10], or the paragraph before Example
3 in Section XIII.2 of [28]), for everyn�1,

�n = inf
L: subspace of(F�)D

with dimL = n

sup
{
E�(u, u) : u ∈ L and (u, u)L2(D,m) = 1

}

� inf
L: subspace of(FD)�

with dimL = n

sup
{
(ED)�(u, u) : u ∈ L and (u, u)L2(D,m) = 1

}

= �(�n).

This proves the theorem.�

One case in which the assumptions(I) and (II) are automatically satisfied is whenX
is a symmetric continuous time Markov chain on a countable state spaceE and when
D is a finite subset ofE. In this paper we are mostly interested in the case when the
state space ofX is uncountable.

In the remainder of this section, we assume the Borel right processX has a transition
density p(t, x, y) with respect to the measurem for every x ∈ E. We are going to
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give some sufficient conditions for assumptions(I) and (II) to hold. It is well-known
in this case thatXD has a transition densitypD(t, x, y) with respect tom and that

pD(t, x, y)�p(t, x, y), t > 0, x, y ∈ D.

If ∫
D

pD(t, x, x)m(dx) < ∞ for some t > 0. (3.3)

Then for thet > 0 in the display above, the operatorPDt is Hilbert–Schmidt and hence
is compact. So the operatorPDt has discrete spectrum. It follows from the spectral
theory for self-adjoint operators that, whenever condition (3.3) is satisfied, then forany
t > 0, bothPDt andAD, the generator for the killed processXD, have discrete spectra.
So condition (3.3) is a sufficient condition for assumption(I) .

Suppose now that the Laplace exponent� for subordinatorS = {St , t�0} is un-
bounded, which is equivalent to assume thatS is not a compound Poisson process (see
[3, Proposition I.2 and Corollary I.3]). Then for everyt > 0, the distribution�t of St
does not charge{0} and so the subordinate processX� has a transition density function
given by

p�(t, x, y) :=
∫ ∞

0+
p(s, x, y)�t (ds).

For any open subsetD of E, the process(X�)D obtained by killing the process upon
exiting D has a densityp�,D such that

Ex
[
f ((X�)Dt )

]
=

∫
D

p�,D(t, x, y)f (y) dy for any Borel functionf �0 on D.

Clearly,

p�,D(t, x, y)�p�(t, x, y), t > 0, x, y ∈ D.

If ∫
D

p�,D(t, x, x)m(dx) < ∞ for some t > 0, (3.4)

then the operatorP�,D
t defined by

P
�,D
t f (x) :=

∫
D

p�,D(t, x, y)f (y)m(dy)

is a Hilbert–Schmidt operator inL2(D,m) and hence is compact. It follows again from
the spectral theory for self-adjoint operators that, whenever condition (3.4) is satisfied,
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then forany t > 0, bothP�,D
t and A�,D, the generator for the killed process(X�)D,

have discrete spectra. So conditions (3.4) is a sufficient condition for assumption(II) .
Sincep�,D(t, x, x)�p�(t, x, x) for every t > 0 andx ∈ Rd , a sufficient condition

for (3.4) to hold is∫
D

p�(t, x, x)m(dx)

=
∫ ∞

0

(∫
D

p(s, x, x)m(dx)

)
�t (ds) < ∞ for somet > 0. (3.5)

Remark 3.5. (i) When X is a Brownian motion inRd running twice as fast as the
standard Brownian motion andS an independent subordinator with Laplace exponent
�(�) = ��/2 for � ∈ (0, 2), X� is just the spherically symmetric�-stable process in
Rd . It is known that there is a constantc > 0 such that

p(t, x, y)�c t−d/2 and p�(t, x, y)�c t−d/� for every t > 0 andx, y ∈ Rd .

Hence for any bounded domainD of Rn, both conditions (3.3) and (3.5) are satis-
fied. Thus assumptions(I) and (II) hold and so Theorem 3.4 applies. In this case,
{−�n, n�1} are the eigenvalues for� in D with Dirichlet boundary condition (or,
equivalently, for the generator of the Brownian motionX killed upon leavingD) and
{−�n, n�1} are the eigenvalues for��/2 := −(−�)�/2 in D with Dirichlet exterior
condition (or, equivalently, for the generator of the spherically symmetric�-stable pro-
cessX� killed upon leavingD). By Theorem 3.4, we have

�n���/2
n for every n�1. (3.6)

This not only recovers but also extends a result of Bañuelos and Kulczycki[1] and the
main result of DeBlassie [18,19]. WhenD is a bounded Lipschitz domain and� = 1,
the above inequality was proved by Bañuelos and Kulczycki [1, Theorem 3.14] by
relating them to a mixed Steklov problem for the Laplacian in a domain inRd+1. By
considering a higher-order mixed Steklov problem, DeBlassie [18, Theorem 1.3] and
[19] showed inequality (3.6) holds forrational � ∈ (0,2) and for bounded domainD
satisfying certain regularity conditions.

(ii) Our Theorem 3.4 generalizes the main result, Theorem 1.3, of DeBlassie [18,19]
in two directions. First our base process is a general symmetric Markov process, while
the base process in [18] is a Brownian motion. Secondly, our subordinator is very
general, while [18] only deals with stable subordinators with rational exponent.�

4. Lower bound eigenvalue estimates

In this section,X is anm-symmetric right process on a Lusin spaceE andD is an
open subset ofE. We useXD to denote the process obtained by killingX upon exiting
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D. We use{Pt , t�0} and {PDt , t�0} to denote the transition semigroups ofX and
XD, respectively.

Let S be a subordinator with Laplace exponent� with a drift b which can be strictly
positive or zero. We assume thatS is independent ofX. The Dirichlet form(E�,F�)

of the subordinate processX� is given by (2.4)–(2.6). Note that

E�(u, u)= bE(u, u)+
∫
E×E

(u(x)− u(y))2J�(dx, dy)

+
∫
E

u(x)2�(x)m(dx), (4.1)

where

J�(dx, dy) := 1

2
m(dx)

∫ ∞

0
p(s, x, dy)�(ds) and

�(x) =
∫ ∞

0
(1 − p(s, x, E))�(ds). (4.2)

Here � the Lévy measure for the subordinatorS given by (2.2). The Dirichlet form for
the subprocess(X�)D of X� killed upon leavingD is

(E�, (F�)D
)

with

(F�)D =
{
u ∈ F� : u = 0 E�-q.e. onE \D

}
.

Note that foru ∈ (F�)D, E�(u, u) can be rewritten as

E�(u, u)= bE(u, u)+
∫
D×D

(u(x)− u(y))2J�(dx, dy)

+
∫
D

u(x)2(�)D(x)m(dx), (4.3)

where

(�)D(x) =
∫ ∞

0

∫
E\D

p(s, x, dy)�(ds)+ �(x) for x ∈ D.

Let ((ED)�, (FD)�) be the Dirichlet form for subordinate process(XD)� of XD. Then
for any u ∈ (FD)�,

(ED)�(u, u)= bE(u, u)+
∫
D×D

(u(x)− u(y))2(JD)
�(dx, dy)

+
∫
D

u2(x)(D)�(x)m(dx) (4.4)
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where

(JD)
�(dx, dy) = 1

2
m(dx)

∫ ∞

0
pD(s, x, dy)�(ds) for x, y ∈ D,

and

(D)�(x) =
∫ ∞

0
(1 − PDs 1(x))�(ds) for x ∈ D.

From the expressions forJ� and (JD)� above one easily concludes that

(JD)
�(·, ·)�J�(·, ·). (4.5)

Let {P�,D
t , t�0} and {PD,�t , t�0} denote the transition semigroups of(X�)D and

(XD)� in L2(D), respectively.

Proposition 4.1. Suppose that S is a subordinator with Laplace exponent�. If there
existsC ∈ (0,1) such that

Px(Xt ∈ D)�C for every t > 0 and everyx ∈ E \D, (4.6)

then

(1 − C)(D)�(x)�(�)D(x)�(D)�(x) for x ∈ D. (4.7)

Proof. Recall that� stands for the Lévy measure ofS. Since for anyx ∈ D, we have

(�)D(x)=
∫ ∞

0

∫
E\D

p(s, x, dy)�(ds)+
∫ ∞

0
(1 − p(s, x, E))�(dx)

=
∫ ∞

0
(1 − Ps1D(x))�(ds)

and

(D)�(x) =
∫ ∞

0
(1 − PDs 1(x))�(ds),

the inequality on the right of (4.7) follows immediately from the fact thatpD(s, x, ·)�
p(s, x, ·) for all (s, x) ∈ (0,∞)×D.
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Now we prove the inequality on the left. Let�D be the first exit time ofD for the
processX and let u(x, s) = Px(Xs ∈ D). According to assumption (4.6), u(x, t)�C
for every x ∈ E \D and t > 0. Hence by the strong Markov property ofX, we have
for any x ∈ D and anyt > 0 we have

Px(�D� t, Xt ∈ D) = Ex
[
1{�D � t}u(X�D , �D)

]
�CPx(�D� t).

Therefore for anys > 0 and anyx ∈ D,

1 − Ps1D(x) = 1 − PDs 1(x)− Px(�D� t, Xt ∈ D)
� 1 − PDs 1(x)− CPx(�D� t)

= (1 − C)(1 − PDs 1(x)).

Now the inequality on the left of (4.7) follows immediately. �

Recall that a domainD ⊂ Rd is said to satisfy the exterior cone condition if there
exist a coneK in Rd with vertex at the origin and positive numberR > 0 such that
for each pointx ∈ �D there exist a translation and a rotation taking the coneK into
a coneKx with vertex atx such that

Kx ∩ B(x,R) ⊂ Rd \D.

As consequence of the result above, we get the following

Proposition 4.2. Suppose that X is a spherically symmetric�-stable inRd with � ∈
(0,2] killed upon leaving an open setE ⊂ Rd , and S is a subordinator with Laplace
exponent�.

(i) If D is the intersection with E of a bounded domain inRd satisfying the exterior
cone condition, then there exist a constantC ∈ (0,1) such that

(1 − C)(D)�(x)�(�)D(x)�(D)�(x).

(ii) If D is the intersection with E of a bounded convex domain inRd , then

1

2
(D)�(x)�(�)D(x)�(D)�(x).

Proof. (i) When D is the intersection withE of a bounded domain inRd satisfying
the exterior cone condition, it is easy to check (see the paragraph after the proof of
Proposition 2.1 in[32]) that there existsC ∈ (0,1) such that condition (4.6) is satisfied.
Assertion (i) now follows from Proposition 4.1.
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(ii) It follows from the spherical symmetry of the symmetric�-stable process inRd

that whenD is the intersection withE of a bounded convex domain inRd ,

Px(Xt ∈ D) < 1

2
, for every t > 0 and everyx ∈ E \D.

Assertion (ii) now also follows from Proposition4.1. �

Theorem 4.3. Suppose that the Laplace exponent� of S is a complete Bernstein
function. If condition(4.6) is satisfied for someC ∈ (0,1), then (FD)� = (F�)D and

(1 − C)(ED)�(u, u) < E�(u, u)�(ED)�(u, u), u ∈ (F�)D. (4.8)

Proof. We know from Theorem3.3 that (FD)� ⊂ (F�)D. On the other hand, by
(2.4)–(2.7), (4.3)–(4.4) and Proposition 4.1,(F�)D ⊂ (FD)�. Thus (FD)� = (F�)D.
Inequality (4.8) follows immediately by combining Proposition 4.1 with (4.5), and
Theorem 3.3. �

Let D be an open subset ofE. Assume thatS is a subordinator and that assumption
(II) holds. Then there exists an orthonormal basis of eigenfunctions{�n : n ∈ N}
for the operator(P�)Dt in L2(D,m) with corresponding eigenvalues{e−�nt : n ∈ N}
satisfying

0 < �1 < �2��3� · · ·

and �n → ∞ as n → ∞.
By using Theorem4.3 and the mini–max principle for eigenvalues (see the proof of

Theorem 3.4 above), we immediately get the following result.

Theorem 4.4. Suppose that the Laplace exponent� of S is a complete Bernstein
function and that assumption(II) holds. If (4.6) is satisfied for someC ∈ (0,1), then

(1 − C)�(�n)��n��(�n) for everyn�1.

By combining Proposition4.2 with the theorem above we immediately get the fol-
lowing.

Theorem 4.5. Suppose that X is a spherically symmetric�-stable inRd with � ∈ (0,2],
that the Laplace exponent� of S is a complete Bernstein function and that assumption
(II) holds.

(i) If D is a bounded domain inRd satisfying the exterior cone condition, then there
exist a constantC ∈ (0,1) such that

(1 − C)�(�n)��n��(�n) for everyn�1.
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(ii) If D is a bounded convex domain inRd , then

1

2
�(�n)��n��(�n) for everyn�1.

Remark 4.6. Clearly by Proposition4.2, the above theorem remains true if we replace
X by a spherically symmetric�-stable inRd with � ∈ (0,2] killed upon leaving an
open setE ⊂ Rd and replaceD by the intersectionE ∩D.

Theorem 4.7. Suppose that X is a Brownian motion inRd with infinitesimal gener-
ator �, that the Laplace exponent� of S is a complete Bernstein function and that
assumption(II) holds. Let D be a bounded convex domain D inRd . Then there are
positive constantsc2 > c1 > 0 depending only on the dimension d such that

1

2
�

(
c1 Inr(D)−2

)
��1��

(
c2 Inr(D)−2

)
, (4.9)

where Inr(D) := sup{dist(x, �D) : x ∈ D} is the inner radius of D. In particular,
we have the following estimate for the first eigenvalue�(�)1 of the symmetric�-stable
process in a bounded convex domain D in terms of its inner radiusInr(D):

1

2
c
�/2
1 Inr(D)−���(�)1 �c�/2

2 Inr(D)−�. (4.10)

Proof. Let �1 be the first eigenvalue for the killed Brownian motionXD in D. It
follows from Theorems 1.5.4 and 1.5.8 in[17] that there exist positive constantsc1
and c2 depending only ond such that

c1 Inr(D)−2��1�c2 Inr(D)−2,

for every bounded convex domainD. Since the Laplace exponent� is an increasing
function onR+, inequality (4.9) follows from Theorem 4.5(ii). Applying (4.9) to�(r) =
r�/2 yields (4.10). �

5. Examples

In this section, we present some examples to illustrate the main results of this paper.
In the first 3 examples we assume thatX is a Brownian motion inRd running twice
as fast as the standard Brownian motion. LetD be a bounded domain inRd . Since the
transition density functionp(t, x, y) of X satisfiesp(t, x, y)�c t−d/2 for every t > 0
andx, y ∈ Rd , condition (3.3) is satisfied and so assumption(I) holds. Let{−�n, n�1}
be the eigenvalues for� in D with Dirichlet boundary condition (or, equivalently, for
the generator of the Brownian motionX killed upon leavingD). Let Sbe a subordinator
with Laplace exponent�. We assume thatX andS are independent.
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Example 5.1. Let �(�) = ��/2 for � ∈ (0, 2), which is a complete Bernstein function.
Then X� is just the spherically symmetric�-stable process inRd . Let {−�n, n�1}
be the eigenvalues for��/2 := −(−�)�/2 in D with Dirichlet exterior condition (or,
equivalently, for the generator of the spherically symmetric�-stable processX� killed
upon leavingD). We see from (3.6) that

�n���/2
n for every n�1.

Moreover, by Theorem4.5, we have that

c ��/2
n ��n���/2

n for every n�1. (5.1)

WhenD is a bounded convex domain inRd , the above constantc can be taken as 1/2.
When d = 1 andD = (0, L) ⊂ R, a direct computation shows thatXD has eigen-

values{(n�)2/L2; n = 1,2, . . .} and the corresponding eigenfunctions{sin( n�
L
x); n =

1,2, . . .}. So (5.1) says that

1
2(n�)

�/L���n�(n�)�/L� for every n�1.

In particular for� = 1 andL = 2,

n�/4��n�n�/2 for everyn�1.

But this is not sharp whenn = 1,2,3. By a detailed analysis of the corresponding
mixed Steklov problem it is shown in[1, Corollary 2.2, Theorems 5.3 and 5.4] that
for L = 2, � = 1,

1��1� 3�
8
, 2��2��, 3.4��3� 3�

2
.

Nevertheless our estimate (5.1) is valid for everyn�1, for every� ∈ (0,2), and for
any bounded domainD ⊂ Rd with any dimensiond�1.

It is interesting to compare the estimate (5.1) with the Weyl’s type asymptotics for
eigenvalues{�n, n�1} and {�n, n�1}. It follows from Theorem 2.3 of [5] that ifD is
a bounded domain with�D having zero Lebesgue measure, then

lim
n→∞

�n
n2/d = c(d,2) |D|2/d ∈ (0,∞) (5.2)

and

lim
n→∞

�n
n�/d = c(d, �) |D|�/d ∈ (0,∞), (5.3)

where |D| denotes the Lebesgue measure of the domainD. �
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Example 5.2. Let �(�) = (� + a)�/2 − a�/2, where a > 0 and � ∈ (0,2), which is
an unbounded complete Bernstein function. ThenX� is a relativistic�-stable process
in Rd . According to (3.7) of[15], the Dirichlet form forX� is (E�,W �/2,2(Rd)) and
there is a constantc5 > 1 such that

c−1
5 E1(u, u)�E�

1 (u, u)�c5 E1(u, u) for u ∈ W �/2,2(Rd),

where(E,W �/2,2(Rd)) is the Dirichlet form for the spherical symmetric�-stable process
in Rd . Since for everyu ∈ W �/2,2(Rd),

‖u‖2+ �
d

L2(Rd )�c6 E(u, u)‖u‖
�
d

L1(Rd )�c7 E�
1 (u, u)‖u‖

�
d

L1(Rd ).

So by Theorem 2.4.6 of[17],

e−tp�(t, x, y)�c8 t
−d/� for every t > 0 andx, y ∈ Rd .

Thus if D is a bounded domain inRd , then both conditions (3.3) and (3.5) are satisfied
and therefore both assumptions(I) and (II) hold. In this case,{−�n, n�1} are the
eigenvalues for� in D with Dirichlet boundary condition (or, equivalently, for the
generator of the Brownian motionX killed upon leavingD) and {−�n, n�1} are the
eigenvalues fora�/2−(a−�)�/2 in D with Dirichlet exterior condition (or, equivalently,
for the generator of the relativistic�-stable processX� killed upon leavingD). By
Theorem 3.4, we have

�n�(�n + a)�/2 − a�/2 for every n�1. (5.4)

Again by Theorem4.5 if D is a bounded domain satisfying the exterior cone condition,
then for any� ∈ (0,2), there is a constantc = c(D) > 0 such that

c
(
(�n + a)�/2 − a�/2

)
��n�(�n + a)�/2 − a�/2 for every n�1. (5.5)

WhenD is a bounded convex domain inRd , the above constantc can be taken as 1/2.
Hence it follows from (5.2) and (5.5) that there are positive constantsc1 = c1(D) and
c2 = c2(D) such that

c1 n
�/d��n�c2 n

�/d for every n�1. � (5.6)

Example 5.3. Let �(�) = log(1 + ��/2), � ∈ (0,2]. �(�) is an unbounded complete
Bernstein function, the processX� is a geometric�-stable process for� ∈ (0,2) and a
variance gamma process for� = 2. Geometric stable distributions were first introduced
in [22] and they have played an important role in heavy-tail modeling of economic
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data. For recent results on the potential theory of geometric stable processes, please
see [31]. Since �(�) = �2 ◦ �1(�), where �1(�) = ��/2 and �2(�) = log(1 + �),
it is easy to see that the processX� can be obtained by subordinating a spherically
symmetric�-stable processY with an independent gamma subordinator. LetPY (t, x, y)

denote the transition density function ofY and note that the gamma subordinator has
transition density function 1

�(t)u
t−1e−u. Suppose thatD is a bounded domain inRd .

For 0< ��2, we have

∫
D

p�(t, x, x)m(dx) =
∫ ∞

0

(∫
D

pY (s, x, x)m(dx)

)
1

�(t)
st−1e−sds

� c1

�(t)

∫ ∞

0
st−

d
� −1e−sds < ∞

whenevert > d
� . So condition (3.5) is satisfied for any 0< ��2 and for any bounded

domainD in Rd . Condition (3.3) is obviously satisfied for any bounded domainD in
Rd . Let {−�n, n�1} be the eigenvalues for the generator ofX� killed upon leaving
D. By Theorem 3.4, we have

�n� log(1 + ��/2
n ) for every n�1.

Moreover, if D is a bounded domain satisfying the exterior cone condition, there is a
constantc = c(D) > 0 depending onD only such that

c log(1 + ��/2
n )��n� log(1 + ��/2

n ) for every n�1.

When D is a bounded convex domain inRd , the above constantc can be taken
as 1/2. �

Obviously more examples can be given in similar lines of the examples above by re-
placingX by other kind of symmetric processes, such as spherically symmetric�-stable
process, symmetric Lévy process, symmetric diffusions with infinitesimal generators of
divergence form, etc., or their subprocesses killed upon leaving a domain. We will only
present one example of this nature.

Example 5.4. Suppose that 0< � < ��2, X is a spherically symmetric�-stable pro-
cess and thatY is a spherically symmetric�-stable process. LetD be a bounded
open subset ofRd . Since the transition density functionp(t, x, y) of X satisfies
p(t, x, y)�c t−d/� for every t > 0 and x, y ∈ Rd , condition (3.3) is satisfied and
thus the spectrum of the generator ofXD is discrete. Let{−�n, n�1} be the eigen-
values for��/2 in D with zero exterior conditions (or, equivalently, for the generator
of the X killed upon leavingD). Similarly we know that the spectrum of the generator
of YD is also discrete. Let{−�n, n�1} be the eigenvalues for��/2 in D with zero
exterior conditions. Note that the processY can be realized as a subordinate process of
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X via an independent subordinator with Laplace exponent�(�) = ��/�. So by Theorem
3.4, we have

�n���/�
n for every n�1.

Moreover, if D is a bounded domain satisfying the exterior cone condition, there is a
constantc = c(D) > 0 depending onD only such that

c ��/�
n ��n���/�

n for every n�1.

When D is a bounded convex domain inRd , the above constantc can be taken
as 1/2. �
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Note added in proof

In connection with Theorem 3.3, whenS is a general subordinator with Laplace
exponent� (which is not necessarily complete Bernstein), we always have(FD)� ⊂
(F�)D but with

E�(u, u)�4(ED)�(u, u) for every u ∈ (FD)�. (A.1)

This is because whenu ∈ (FD)� is a non-negative function, sincePDs u�Psu m-a.e.
on D, we conclude from (2.4)-(2.7) thatu ∈ F� with

E�(u, u)�(ED)�(u, u). (A.2)

For generalu ∈ (FD)�, u+ and u− are in (FD)� with

E�(u+, u+)�(ED)�(u+, u+) and E�(u−, u−)�(ED)�(u−, u−).

It follows that u = u+ − u− ∈ F� and, noting the contraction property

(ED)�(u+, u+) ≤ (ED)�(u, u) and (ED)�(u−, u−) ≤ (ED)�(u, u),

we get that (A.1) holds. Consequently,(FD)� ⊂ (F�)D. In their recent preprint titled
“Killing transform and subordinate process", P. He and J. Ying showed that (A.1) holds
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with multiplicative constant 3 instead of 4 using a different method. We remark that
using the above result (A.1), the conclusions of Theorems 4.3-4.5 hold for general
subordinatorS (that is, its Laplace exponent� is a general Bernstein function only)
except that the upper bound estimates forE�(u, u) in (4.8) and for eigenvalue�n need
to have a multiplicative factor of 4 respectively. Using the following formula for the
first eigenvalue

�1 = inf {E�(|u|, |u|) : u ∈ (E�)D with (u, u)L2(D,m) = 1}

and the analogous formula for the first eigenvalue�(�1) for ((ED)�, (FD)�), we see
by (A.2) that

�1��(�1)

for general subordinatorS with Laplace exponent�. Thus the first eigenvalue estimates
in Theorem 4.4–4.5 (i.e., withn = 1) and, consequently, in Theorem 4.7 hold in fact
for general subordinatorS.
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